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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of finding the electrostatic potential due to a

point charge placed in the space between two infinite parallel

conducting plates» both grounded, and separated by vacuum, has

attracted the attention of writers of this Journal during the past
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two decades . Barrera et al , for example» have employed the

method of images and a two-dimensional Fourier transform and its

inverse to obtain an elegant integral representation of the poten-

tial, for arbitrary positions of the point charge, which can be

integrated in closed form. The point charge capacitor problem has

b-een also solved employing the Green function technique. The star-

ting point in this alternate treatment is the equation for the Green

function s}3 its associated boundary conditions; the expansion of

the Gree mction for this problem is then made in terms of a com-

plete se; .*• . functions involving all three cylindrical coordinates.

The resul -_ is an eigenf unction expansion of the potential »*"»*.

Employin ., a judicious combination of a Miller algorithm for an in-

complete Bessel function and Ewald's method of theta functions^
Terras bis been able to improve the convergence of this Infinite

l •<series1- The electrostatic, potential between the plates has also

been represented by absolutely convergent series arising from an

application of the method of images^t^-ll. As has been pointed out

elsewhere?, these infinite series solutions are not very useful in

practical calculations of the potential since the convergence of

the series is sometimes poor. Pumplin , for instance, has indicated

that in some cases tc> achieve an accuracy of one percent in the
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numerical computation of the potential, 10 terms of the series

are required.

In this work we employ the Pade' approximation technique » ^

to accelerate convergence of the series representing the electros-

tatic potential. The theoretical formalism and a short review of

the method of the Fade' approximants are presented in the following

section.

II. THE METHOD

In many problems of physics and engineering the quantities

of interest are known as a power series expansion, and acceleration

of convergence and/or analytic continuation beyond the region of

convergence are required. Modern extrapolation techniques, like

the well-known Pade approximants, have been successfully employed

for this purpose.

Let F(y) be an analytic function and
«o

t
be the associated Taylor series, convergent or asymptotic to F(y) .

The Pade' extrapolant technique affords a convenient method for

accurately representing a truncated Taylor series. Pade' approximants

are widely used because they often converge to F(y) when the partial

sums of the power series (1) fail to do so in some circumstances.

The technique consists of systematically expressing the power series

(1) as the ratio of two polynomials

. (2)
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The symbol = means "represented by". The coefficients p and q

are determined from the C's, by the set of J+L linear equations

which follow from the basic definition

s-o

From Eqn. (3) it is readily seen that the Pade approximates match

the power series expansion up to order J+L.

III. THE ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL

The solution by the method of images to the well-known problem

of a point charge Q placed at z=0, midway betweeen grounded infinite,

capacitor plates located at z=-D/2 and z=D/2, where D is the sepa-

ration of the plates in cylindrical coordinates R,z, and <J> is

k -

The z axis of the cylindrical coordinate system is taken along the

line of image charges.

For simplicity we describe our treatment first by considering

the evaluation of the electrostatic potential at arbitrary points

of a plane parallel to the plates, and passing through the charge.

Setting z*0, and after a slight rearrangement Eq. (4) develops into

where . p

^ E ü " F and
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The series in Eqn. (5) is slowly convergent. To accelerate conver-

gence we represent it by a Pade' approximant. Towards this end we

introduce a dimensionless parameter % that at the end of the cal-

culation will be set equal to unity.

We define a function $>(i\,R,O) as

71-1

Notice that $(R,0)« §(?\=1,R,O).

Using the definition

it is possible to recast the last expression above as

(6)

R/D
1\«0

where the coefficients f depend on R (and D) and are defined by

We now represent the series expansion in Eqn. (6) by standard Pade

approximants of order A. We write

The only nontrlvlal fourth-order, Pade approximants that can
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be constructed are [l/3], " [2/2") , [3/l], and [O/Aj . Of these forms,

one must be selected such that accurately represent, the electrosta-

tic potential for z=0 and all values of R. A numerical study of the

problem reveals that of the four Pade approximants, the [2fl) sa-

tisfies the above requirement. Indeed, when the extrapolant ^2/2J

is used in Eqn. (7), this equation never deviates from the exact

result by more than three quarters of a one percent in the entire

range of variation of R.

The selection of one approximant from a set of four possible

forms is by no means arbitrary. To illustrate this point consider
of

the classic example of the Maclaurin expansion^Fvx)=f(l+x)/(l+2x)J
2

The expansion of this function is l-x/2+7x /8-... . This power se-

ries expansion gives rise (truncated at the term of <*ix degree) to

a set of seven forms: [6/o] , [5/lJ , [1/5] , £0/6], £2/4], Q4/2] ,

and L3/3J. The radius of convergence of the series to which these

approximants are constructed is 0.5. At x«5 the fractional errors

to t!»e exact value F(5)« Jb/1? -0.7395 are, respectively about

103, 10, 1, 1, 10"2, 10~ , and 10"6. We thus see that the [3/3} is

the best approximant to the function in question at xs5, since it

has an error four orders of magnitude smaller than the next best

extrapolant.

The computer curve for the electrostatic potential

measured in units of Q/D for ^«1 is based on Eqn. (7) for J-L-2,
and is plotted in Fig. 1. The curves corresponding to the asympto-

2
tic form of the potential for large R, and the potential due to

the bare point charge are also shown.

In our second example of the application of the Pade7 approximants
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technique to the problem of the potential of a point charge between

infinite capacitor plates, we consider a special case of a formula

due to Glasser !

where i is the digamma funciton .

i 16
The small expansion of "Vj/ (t) reads

oo

where s(n) is the Riemann zeta function and K is a constant. Em-

ploying Eqn. (9) together with the expansion of siniffz/D) for small

z in Eqn. (8) yields

(10)

where C«ln2 and x=z/2D.

The quantity within square brackets in Eqn. (10) is in a form

suitable for representation as a Pade approximant. We thus write

Among the nontrivial four Pade approximants that were construc

ted and examined to obtain a reliable representation for the poten-

tial along the z-axis(taken to be perpendicular to the plates) the

extrapolant [2/2~]^(x) was found to be the best. Fig. 2 shows the

ĝ raph of the axial electrostatic potential as a function of z. The
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axial potential and distance are measured in units of Q/D and 2D,

respectively. The simple equation (11) for J«L«2 is remarkably

accurate over the entire region separating the grounded plates»

the maximum relative error being one percent in the region close to

the plates.

An interesting side issue to the main theme of the present

work will be now considered. Employing the well known expansion

CO

(12)

we purport to express the potential given by equation (4) as a Hankel

transform in JQ(kR) the Bessel function of the first kind of order

zero. He have

oo

(13)

Interchanging the order of summation and integration we obtain

The sum within square brackets in Eqn. (14) can be readily perfor-

med to yield
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The potential of a point charge Q between grounded parallel

conducting plates can thus be written in cylindrical coordinates as

a Hankel transform in J (KR) plus a term due to the bare point

charge:

oo

2)

The integration in Eqn. (16) can be performed by numerical methods.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main goal of this paper is the representation by means of

Pade approximants of known infinite series for the electrostatic

potential for a point charge midway between two infinite parallel

conducting planes held at zero potential and separated by vacuum.

The final results a r e given by Eqns. (7) and (11). Eqn.(7) furnishes

a practical way to numerically evaluate the reduced electrostatic

potential for any value of the cylindrical coordinate R. The simple

Eqn. (11) yields remarkably accurate values of the reduced elec-

trostatic potential for arbitrary distances from the charge and

perpendicular to the plates.

An alternative exact Integral representation for the electros-

tatic potential was also found.

The Pade'' approximation method described and utilized in this

paper can also be employed to extrapolate known expansions for elec-

trostatic and electrodynamlc quantities to regions far beyond their

regions of validity. Thus this method should render this article

especially useful to advanced undergraduate students of physics and
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engineering.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. The solid line denotes the electrostatic potential as

defined in. Eqn. (7) for J«L«2 as a function of the iadial

cylindrical coordinate R. The potential and distance are

measured in "natural" units, i.e., Q/D and D respectively.

1/2
The asymptotic form of the potential j£/(Q/D)"(8D/R) exp(-1TR/D)

and the bare point-charge potential $ty(Q/D)= j£ are

denoted by a thick broken line and a light broken line,

respectively.

Fig.2. Electrostatic potential in units of Q/D for a point charge

in a vacuum located midway between two infinite metal plates

as a function of x(«z/2D). The Pade' extrapolant that repre-

sents the potential corresponds to the case for which J=L«2

in Eqn. (11).
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